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Compton Elected Editor Of
Bobbin And Beaker For 54-55
Compton To Wesley Foundation
Head Staff Elects Officers

Robert F. Compton, Textile
Manufacturing major of Laurens,
S. C, has been re-elected editor
of the Bobbin and Beaker, Clemson College Textile Department
publication, for first semester of
the school year 1954-'55.
Other members of the staff include Charles H. Ferguson, Textile Manufacturing junior of
Great Falls, who will continue as
managing editor; Emyl Stohl, Textile Manufacturing sophomore of
Long Island, New York, who will
replace him as managing editor
second semester; Leon Cooper,
Textile Manufacturing junior of
Columbia, who will serve as advertising manager for the entire
1954-55 school year; Fred H.
Hope, Textile Manufacturing
Junior of North Augusta; J. E.
Bishop, Textile Manufacturing
Sophomore of Chester, and Bobby
Huey, Textile Chemistry Senior
of Cheraw will act as business
manager, circulation manager and
photographer respectively for the
1954-55 school year. Bob Blakely
and Furman Foster, Textile Manufacturing Freshmen of Greenville, will serve as assistant business manager and assistant advertising manager respectively. C.
V. Wray replaces Prof. A. E. McKenna as faculty advisor.

AICE Officers
Elected at Meet
American Institute of Chemical Engineers in a recent meeting elected Charles D. Hendrix,
rising senior of Greenville, S. C,
president for the school year,
1054-55. Fritz R. Frank, Tising
senior of Spartanburg, S. C, was
elected vice president while John
B. Butt of Greensboro, N. C,
and Charles E. Miller of Salters,
S. C, rising juniors were elected
secretary and treasurer, respectively.
A. I. C. E. faculty advisor is
Dr. Allan-Burne Allen.

BSU Ends Year
With Taps Party
The Baptist Student Union will
end its year of Christian fellowship with a Taps party on Wednesday night, May 26, in the club
room of the Baptist Church. This
is an annual event where all the
students look forward to a final
good time before departing for
home, summer camp, or summer
work. All Baptist students are
reminded to bring their Taps with
them. There will be refreshments for all.
Last night marked the climax
in a series of Bible studies entitled "The Unfolding Drama of
the Drama." The final study
consisted of, an open floor discussion summarizing the highlights
of the Bible and its meaning for
our lives. The discussion was
directed by Jim Spangenberg and
enjoyed by the entire group.

Parade Highlights
Armed Forces Day
Celebration
Scabbard &
Armed Forces Day, Saturday,
May 25, was celebrated in Clemson in a variety of ways. Displays which aroused the interest
of many were set up by the staff
at the ORC Armory, at the Post
Office, and at Hoke Sloan's.
Among the items on display
were rocket launcners, the latest
4.2 motror, a .30 caliber machine
gun, several .45 automatic pistols, and a grenade launcher.
Also on Saturday, the National
Guard Battery C (178th F. E.
Battalion) of Clemson had open
house. There were three flyovers from Donaldson Air Force
Base in Greenvillle as part of the
Air Force display.
The town of Clemson celebrated
the day by flying United States
flags at various points throughout the town.
The highlights of the day was
a parade given Saturday morning by the Clemson Corps of Cadets. At this parade the Reserve
Officer's award for the most outstanding cadet in the Army R. O.
T. C. was gien to Cadet Lt. Col.
Marion Gressette. The Air Force
R. O. A. award was given to Cadet Lt. Col. Sam Murphree.
Representatives from every
branch of the service were at the
parade. Capt. Scaife (retired)
represented the Coast Guard, and
Commanders Tate Lindsey and
Gilbert Miller, the Navy. The
Air Force was represented by
Colonel Wheeler and the Marine
Corps by Captain Alexander. Colonel Booker represented the
Army.
[ The cadets passed in reiew in
honor of the men receiving the
awards and of the representatives
' Of the various branches of service.
The review climaxed the celebration of Armed Forces' week at
Clemson.

I

For Coming Year
Chandler Bryan, chemistry junior of Rains, was elected president of the Wesley Foundation
for next semester at the regular
meeting of the church group on
Wednesday, May 12. The other
officers elected at the same meeting, and the offices they will hold
are: Bobby Arnold, First vicepresident in charge of freshman
work; Weston Weldon, second
vice-president in charge of Sunday School; Bill Hood, third vicepresident in charge of Wesley
Foundation meetings on Wednesday nights; and John Rogers,
secretary-treasurer.
Those elected chairmen of the
various Wesley Foundation
committees were: Johnny Turner, Deputations Chairman;
Preston Stokes, Social Chairman; Joe Bowen, Missions
Chairman; and Dick Elliott,
Publicity Chairman and Circulation Manager of the Wesley
Foundation "Notes".
Class representatives were also elected. They were: Tillman
Johnson, sophomore class; Jimmy
Humphries, junior class; and Reid
Tanner, senior class.
It was announced this week
that four Clemson students are
planning: to attend the Regional
Student Conference at Lake
Junaluska the week of June 815. They are Joe Bowen, Johnny Turner, Preston Stokes, and
Chandler Bryan. Any others
who would like to attend are
asked to contact Rev. George
Cannon, the Methodist minister,
some time this week.

Blood Donors
Give Sixty-One
Pints Of Blood

Successful
Clemson Seniors celebrated
Senior Day from Monday noon to
Tuesday noon, and as the festivities ended participants settled
back to work after a day's holiday from classes.
After all seniors had registered, they met at the amphitheater
which they cleaned up in preparation for graduation on June 6.
The field events held in Memorial Stadium drew a large
crowd to watch tug-o-war,
baseball and football throwing,
hog calling contests, relay races,
and greased pole climbing.
Rudy Adams, Timmonsville,
captained the winning team in the
tug-o-war contest. Hugh Humphries, Sumter, was the fastest
senior as he won the 100 yard
dash. Humphries and Demi McClure, Anderson, teamed up to
win the three-legged race. Spence
Wise, Greenwood, and Phil Percher, Mt. Pleasant, were winners
in the sack races.
Neil Moseley, Winter Park,
Fla., was top man when he
was first to climb the greased
pole. Dreher Gaskins won the
football-throwing contest, while
Bobby Couser took the baseball-throwing event.
The marble relay was won by
a team headed by Nathan Gressette, St. Matthews.
Members of the faculty and
administration and their wives
joined the seniors at a barbecue
supper, served in the stadium by
the mess hall staff.
Monday night brought the seniors and their dates to Boscobel
where they crowded into the club
house for dancing to the music by
a local band. Tuesday morning
the swimming and golfing facilities were available to the seniors.
Class cuts were authorized for
the twenty-four hour period.
Many participants took this free
morning to sleep or loaf.
Senior Day was begun several
years ago by student and admintionleaders to take the place
of spontaneous senior activities
which occurred for many years
and which often resulted in the
destruction of college and private
property.
A spokesman for the Senior
Day committees expressed his
appreciation to all those who
had made the festivities possible. He also commended the
seniors for the way in which
they cooperated to make a successful celebration.

Kappa Phi Kappa^
Elects Officers
Kappa Phi Kappa, national education honor fraternity, has recently elected Cecil R. Brown of
Spartanburg president, Belton
Sanders of Yong's Island, S. C,
vice president, and Bernard C.
Smith of Conoyer, N. C, secretary-treasurer. These new officers are rising seniors who are
majoring in education. Prof. J.
B. Gentry is faculty advisor.

Scabbard and Blade, national
honorary military fraternity for
students in advanced ROTC, this
week tapped ten men for mem
bership. The informal initiation
bagan Monday, May 18, and lasts
until retreat tomorrow.
The ten initiates into Scabbard
and Blade were honored with a
review last Saturday morning in
connection with the parade for
Armed Forces Day. The men are
as follows: Leon Cooper, textile
manufacturing major of Columbia; Fred Hope, textile chemistry
major of North Augusta; Charlie
Ferguson, textile manufacturing
major of Great Falls; Clyde
Glenn, architecture major of Anderson; Dave Morris, civil engineering major of Shelby, North
Carolina.
Also, Fletcher Derrick, premedicine major of Johnston; Dave
Martin, agricultural engineering
major of Lyman; Gene Ware,
agronomy major of Due West;
Melvin Nickles, pre-medicine major of Laurens; and Wildon Hucks,
vocational agricultural education
major of Galivant's Ferry.
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Senior Day

Joe Lindsay, pre-medicine major of Clemson,
recipient of the W. B. Camp award for the outstanding Blue Key member of the year, chats
with Professor Frank Burtner, faculty advisor

of Blue Key; Mr. Walter Cox, assistant to the
president; and Bernard Sanders, president of
the local chapter of Blue Key. (TIGER photo by
Frankie Martin).

Joseph Lindsay Awarded
Wofford B. Camp Award
Awards Given, Mitchell Animal Husbandry
King, O'Dell and Wells Students Visit

Joseph Lindsay, III, arts and sciences senior of Clemson,
became the first person to win the Wofford B. Camp Award
of the Clemson College Blue Key fraternity, when he was
presented with the award at the annual spring banquet of Approximately twenty Animal
Husbandry Juniors and Seniors
the fraternity held the night of Wednesday, May 12.
The Camp Award was institututed this year with a check for
$2,500, which was presented to
the Blue Key fraternity by Mr.
W. B. Camp, a Clemson alumnus
from Bakersfield, California. Mr.
Camp was made an honorary
member of Blue Key last spring.
His award is to be made annually to the most outstanding
. member of the Clemson fraternity, who is to be selected by a
permanent committee composed
of Mr. J. A. Brown, Clemson treasurer, Dr. F. B. Schirmer, chairman of the faculty committee on
student organization, and Mr. F.
A. Burtner, faculty advisor to the

Clemson Blue Key chapter.
The check for the award was
given to Blue Key president Bernard Sanders by the chairman of
the college Georgiariha Camp
Foundation Fund, Mr. J. M. Eleazer. The award was presented to
Lindsay by Walter Cox, assistant to the president at Clemson.
Awards to the outstanding
Clemson athletes of 1953-1954
were presented at the banquet by
Frank Burtner, the faculty advisor.
The winner of the football presentation was Don King, star
quarterback of the Clemson team
and earlier recipient of the Swede
Nelson Award for sportsmanship
on the gridiron. Ames Wells,
captain and top scorer on the
Clemson basketball team, received the award for basketball
proficiency.
The track award went to Allston
Mitchell, who is the holder of the
ACC record for the high jump
and a top performer on the Clemson track team. Billy O'Dell, top
pitcher in the ACC and one of the
most sought-after big league
prospects in Southern college
baseball, won the baseball award.

Insurance Co.
Representative
To Be Here

Colonel Leonard isooKer oi me ^usiBson Reserve
Unit decorates newly elected members of the
Scabbard and Blade. Assisting Colonel Booker
are Colonel Richard Werner, Commandant of
Cadets, Cadet Major John Gibbs, Cadet Lt.
Colonel Jerry Dempsey, and Cadet Major Wil-

Clemson volunteers donated
sixty-one pints of blood at the
Bloodmobile unit in the Methodist Church last Tuesday. This
number of donations, although not
large, represented a fair percentage of eligible donors; few
juniors were able to give blood
because many of the class had recently had immunizations, and
several would-be donors did not
have the necessary parental permission forms signed.
Almost as many volunteer
workers as blood donors were
on hand to assist with the donations. According to Mrs. J.
H. Adams, executive secretary
of the County Red Cross organization, sixty workers contributed 193 hours of work at
the Bloodmobile.
In charge of the actual donations' were a doctor, eight
nurses and two attendants from
the Regional Headquarters of
the Red Cross in Asheville,
North Carolina. Details of the
operation of the Bloodmobile
were arranged and coordinated
by Mr. Joe Richardson, chairman of the Clemson branch of
the Red Cross. The registration
committee was headed by Mrs.
H. L. Hunter.
In conjunction with the Bloodmobile, a canteen with juice and
cookies for those who had given
blood was set up in the back of
the Methodist Church, where the
Bloodmobile unit was located.
Fifteen volunteers donated a
total of 58 hours of their time to
operate the canteen, which was
under the direction of Mrs. H. G.
Albritten. Some thirty other women of Clemson baked cookies
for the canteen.

Atlanta Company

Blade Taps
10 Juniors

liam Bross. Receiving the honor are, (1. to r.)
Sam Murphree, Lawrence Gressette, Fred Hope,
Leon Cooper, "Bubba" Nichols, Dave Morris,
Clyde Glenn, Gene Ware, Dave Martin, and
Fletcher Derrick. (TIGER photo by Jack Trimtnier).

Representatives of the New
York Life Insurance Company,
representatives for the senior
class project, will be on the
campus through Friday night of
this week to see any senior who
was not previously contacted
and to deliver policies to those
who have already signed for
them.
This will be the last chance
that June graduates will be
able to purchase policies
through the project.
August
graduates will be contacted later during the summer school
term.
The representatives will be
in the Blue Key room tonight
and all day tomorrow until
10 p; m.

Pershing Rifle
Platoon Winner
went on a guided tour of White's
Provision Company in Atlanta, Of Two Awards
Georgia, on Thursday, May 13.
White's Provision Co. is a subsidiary of Swift and Co., and is
one of the largest meat packing
plants in the Southeast.
The students, accompanied by
Professors R. F. Wheeler and W.
C. Godley, were shown the primary operations of a large packing plant. Of particular interest
was an informal question session
in which the students were given
an opportunity to ask any questions pertaining to the packing
operation.
The tour, which lasted almost
all day, was accompanied by a
dinner provided by the company

Ronald North
Will Receive
Danforth Award
Ronald North, Agricultural Education senior of Stockton, Georgia, was recently awarded a Danforth Foundation Fellowship. He
plans to enter Cornell University
in September where he will enroll in the School of Education
and prepare for a career of college teaching.
This award is made to an outstanding senior who is interested
in college teaching. Applicants
must have a high scholastic record and be active in extra-curricular activities. Religious activities are also considered as important qualifications.
Ronald was very active in Y.
M. C. A. and Wesley Foundation
work at Clemson. He will attend
a weeks conference on Christian
teaching this summer at Lake Miniwania, Michigan.

Clemson's Pershing Rifle
Platoon carried away two top
awards from the Eastern Division Drill Competition for
Pershing Rifle groups held
at North Carolina State College, in Raleigh, N. C, last
week-end.
The Clemson platoon competed
against representatives from N.
C. State, the Uniersity of Miami,
The University of Tennessee,
Eastern Tennessee College, and A.
and T. College (Greensboro).
Drill competitions were held
from one o'clock until six-thirty
on Saturday in the Judging Building at the North. Carolina State
Fairgrounds. Three colonels—a
professor of military science from
N. C. State College, and the commanders of the National Guard
and Army Reserve groups in Raleigh—acted as the judges for the
competition.
Five events were scheduled for
competing groups; best-drilled individual in basic training, bestdrilled individual in advanced
training, best-drilled squad, bestdrilled platoon, and best fancy
drill platoon.
Albert B. Blanton, of the Clemson platoon, won the award for
best-drilled individual in Basic,
and the whole Pershing Rifle platoon from this college received
honors in the fancy drill.competition. The other events were
won by N. C. State.
Wildon Hucks, leader of the
Clemson platoon, and Blanton
were presented gold keys as their
awards for winning events in the
competition.
The Pershing Rifle Platoon
from Clemson traveled by bus
to Raleigh on Friday afternoon
and returned Sunday morning to
Clemson. While in Raleigh, the
platoon stayed at the National
Guard Armory.

Here They Are

Winner Of Armor New Auditorium Annex Construction
Red Cross Award
Contest Announced Begun; Extension To Clemson House Given
Dale Ganrr

The winner of the contest sponsored by the Armored Branch of
the ROTC was announced by Lt.
Colonel N. G. Reid.
The contest, held at the Mothers
Day exhibition on May 9, was to
guess the number of ball bearings
that were supporting the turret of
the tank on display.
Mrs. E. K. Bennett, mother of
Fred L. Bennett, sophomore on
Students planning: to return Company D-l, was the winner.
for the Summer Session or the She received a large ash tray
with a tiger inscribed on it.
1954-1955 session are requestThe guesses on the number of
ed to make reservations in the ball bearings that supported the
IBM room of the Registrar's turret ranged from four to six
Office as soon as possible.
hundred million.
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The Clemson House is under
expansion. Work has begun on
an auditorium annex to accommodate the many agricultural and
scientific meetings now being
held at Clemson. For many
years this has been a most concerning problem and the proposed auditorium annex seems to afford the answer. The Daniel Construction Company of Greenville
has been awarded a $179,000 contract for the job as a part of the
college's agricultural
building
program.
The annex will be built on the
northeast corner »t the rear of
the Clemson House. It will be of

reinforced concrete and steel construction with an exterior of
brick and will consist of two
stories and a basement.
The first floor will contain an
entrance lobby which will open
from the main lobby and from the
exterior of the Clemson House
hotel. The meeting room will be
approximately 2300 feet square
and acn be divided up by means
of a folding partition. This will
make it easier to accommodate
several groups at the same time.
A check room will round out the
first floor of the proposed an

128771

The second floor will encompass a 3700 foot square meeting
room equipped with a stage, a
serving kitchen for luncheon
meetings and the like, a spacious
storing room, a coat room, a powder room, and toilets. The basement will contain a mechanical
equipment room to serve the entire annex and storage areas. The
main floor will be air conditioned.
This annex promises to add
much to the hotel and will afford
Clemson a means of better accommating her guests who attend some of the numerous meetings held Here.

Mr. Gerald Dale Gantt, a student of Clemson, was presented
the American Red Cross Certificate of Appreciation by Dr. Louis
H. Abbott, chairman of the
Oconee County Chapter of the
American Re'd Cross. Mr. Gnatt
for a period of three years has
given his service to the activities
of First Aid, Water Safety, and
Accident Prevention Services in
a satisfactory manner.
The certificate is issued as an
evidence of appreciation by the
American National Red Cross, and
was signed in Washington, D. C,
by Mr. E. Roland Harriman, National Chairman of the Red Cross.

OSCAR SAYS THAT, Johnny (Banana Nose) Ray (The Wold
OSCAR SAYS THAT, Johnny (Banana Nose) Ray (The Wild
cut. He (Oscar) believes that after all of the cutting they did,
that they deserve to be cut themselves. (Photo for THE TIGER by Henry Vogcl).
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

StudentAssemblyProgram
Up For Approval

Cadet Officers Need 2.3 Grade Point
Ratio Next Year; Uniform Checks Here

I student government association should be a voice of the
students to further the improvement of the college; college official-student relationship; faculty-student relationship; and the relationship between the students.

By Lawrence Starkey
RUMORS ARE FLYING ...
The rumor that cadet officers will be required to have a 2.3 or above grade point
ratio is absolutely true. Colonel Werner
verified it for me a few hours ago.
Apparently, the members of the military staffs
did this for two reasons: First, they wanted to make sure that they would have no
cadet officers who would not graduate on
time. This would be embarrassing, both
for the boy and his branch of service. Secondly, they feel that if a student's ratio is
below this, a military position would take
away from his studying time and make his
scholastic record suffer even more. Colonel Werner stated that he felt confident
that a sufficient group of able leaders could
be chosen from this group.

The Clemson College Student Government Association has
failed in many of these respects. It has not been, necessarily, the fault of the student body officers, but perhaps
the fault of us, the students of Clemson.
Many controversial issues concerning student affairs have
arisen during the past school year at Clemson. There was
a great deal of disagreement on many of these issues. Instead of seeing the proper officials, we satisfied ourselves
with griping among ourselves.
In a situation like this it is time for the student government to go to work.
Newly elected president of the student body, Allston Mitchell, has just recently put in a request for permission to
hold student assembly meetings throughout the school year.
At present this request is up before a committee of faculty members and students. With the approval of this committee, the deans and directors will consider further the
proposals.

Now it is true that the reason some boys
do not have this 2.3 ratio is that they have
spent so much time on the military phase
of their college life. At first glance, this
would not appear to be a just reward for
their efforts. It is also true that as a
whole, the best students scholastically are
not necessarily the best leaders.

With the backing of the student body, this action could
be the instrument to magnify the students' voice as well
as bring the Clemson College student body into a closer knit
group.
The following is a letter written by our future student
body president to President Poole:
Clemson, South Carolina
May 6, 1954
President R. F. Poole
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, S. C.
Dear President Poole:

TALK OF THE TOWN

After consideration of the present curriculum, the
Student Government Organization seeks to sponsor a
series of chapel programs beginning in September 1954.
This organization is presenting a plan at this time in order to allow the planning committee to arrange the
schedule and budget in advance.

Administration Discloses Sites For
Proposed New Student Parking Lot
By Joe McCown
House parking lot, or in private driveways.
The best advice is to take it easy, and to
have a little patience. By the time that
school opens next year, there will be plenty
of parking space for all of the students'
automobiles.

PATIENCE
As we know, Clemson is now in the throes
of a major building project, in an attempt
This organization, along with the Blue Key Fraternity
to provide modern housing for its students.
and the Tiger Brotherhood Fraternity, thinks that
In any project as large as ours, certain probchapel programs will provide a needed service to the
lems are bound to arise. One of the more
students. The programs will serve in the following
common problems is that of the limited
manner:
SENIOR DAY
amount of space available for student autoCongratulations to the seniors.
This
(1) Assist as a means "of conveying information by
mobiles. There are approximately nine year's Senior Day seems to have been one of
enabling school officials and student officers to speak
hundred cars registered with the Comthe best planned and most succesful events
directly to the student body.
mandant's office by students alone.
This
of the year. The Senior Day held this year
figure does not include the cars driven by
(2) Provide through speakers and lecturers a means
is a far cry from the destruction and general
faculty members, extension agents, or those
by which students can become more aware of current
trouble-making that distinguished the Senotherwise connected with the college. So ior Days of several years ago. The only
events and important civic and international affairs.
you can see that the parking problem is not victim of this year's class was an unoffend(3) Create an interest in student activities, student
a small one. Also, the college must provide ing road sign near the Field House that was
functions, and student organizations. This interest will
space
for the cars owned by people who nailed by someone's car late Monday night.
in turn stimulate better faculty-student relations.
visit the campus, and these spaces must be
Thanks, seniors, for making that last fling
(4) Provide time for student meetings to be held.
reserved
close
by
the
various
centers
of
the
without tearing up the school. This year's
This time will provide an actual function for the Stucampus.
This
is
how
the
problem
stands
graduating class really did live up to the
dent Government Organization.
now. There are two logical solutions which name "Country Gentlemen".
Realizing the difficulty that such a series of propresent themselves to solve the situation.
grams would present in scheduling and financing, the
WANTED
One is to place restrictions on the students
Student Government Organization would recommend
There is a part of college life that is not
as to who may keep a car on the campus.
the following:
mentioned
in any of the catalogues, but
This the administration doesn't want to do,
(1) Forty minutes, twice a month, would be ample
still
it
holds
an important position in every
because Clemson is not located close enough
time for the programs. The schedule could be stagstudent's
thoughts.
It is known as hitchto a large city for students to conveniently
gered so as not to take too much time from any one
hiking,
bumming
or
thumbing.
Almost
make the trip back and forth without a car.
class.
every
student
at
Clemson
has
stood
in the
The other solution is to provide more parkbumming
line
at
one
time
or
another,
try(2) Seven speakers could probably be secured at a
ing space. This the administration is ating
to
get'
a
ride
home.
And
most
of
us
cost from $1,000 to $2,000 and it is hoped this amount
tempting to do. A new parking lot, which
have
been
unfortunate
enough
to
try
to
can be set up in the budget for next year.
will contain 50,000 square feet, is now under
bum
in
the
rain.
It
gets
awfully
unpleasconstruction near the Field House. Anoth(3 A joint committee of faculty members and stuant, standing out in the rain for long peer parking lot, which will contain 25,000
dents could be appointed to plan the program and seriods
of time, waiting for some sympathetic
cure the speakers.
square feet, is planned for that area behind
driver
to stop and .give you a lift. If the
the laundry.
Should this plan not be satisfactory some other scheschool would provide a shelter of some sort
dule could be arranged by the planning committee.
These two new parking lots will be surfor the occupants of the bumming line, it
Respectfully submitted,
faced with asphalt and they will also be
certainly would be appreciated.
kept lighted at night. Of course, certain
Allston Mitchell, President of the Student Body
This idea was submitted as a service for us, the students. students have found a solution to their own
IT'S ABOUT THAT TIME
If we want it, this idea could eventually become one of the personal parking problems. This is eviThis is just a reminder to check the exam
most important parts of student life at Clemson.
denced by the rash of parking tickets that
schedule that is being run in this week's
Let's get behind our president and support this assembly the campus policeman has issued, and by TIGER. Exams are getting closer all of
idea.
»
the squawks that have been heard when the time, so get like the Boy Scouts and "Be
student cars were found on the Clemson Prepared".

The
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A Word To The Wise
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain
"And one of them, when he saw that he one.

It is a challenge and an obligation to

Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association.
was healed, and turned back, and with a loud you and me to take time out to thank these
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the voice glorified God, and fell down on his face men before this year is over for their help
at his feet, giving him thanks: and he was a and for their friendship. Some of the men on
school year by Students of Clemson College.

Samaritan.

And Jesus answering said, Were the campus might have seemed hard on us,

THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim,
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on cir- there not ten cleansed? but where are the but we must realize that they are here to
nine? And he said unto him, Arise, go thy teach us and not to mollycoddle us. I know
culation, comments, and general attitude of those vrtio read it.
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way; thy faith hath made thee whole.'" St.
Luke 17: 15-19.
It isn't going to be as long as it has been,
because for some of us we are making the
last round. It doesn't seem like we have
struggled more than ten years, or does it?
I know that if we were to look back through
the past year or years, we would remember
persons that have done things for us that
wasn't required of them. How many professors have given you a chance to make up a
quiz, help you outside of class, help you find
summer employment, and many, many other
things?
If you think back, I'm sure you will agree
that there are men on the faculty, student
body, and town that have gone out of their
way to make our stay at Clemson a happier

also that there are a few that have gone out
of their way to make things rougher than
they should have been. I imagine that I was
not by myself in making plans to let them
know that I didn't appreciate their concern,
but I believe that I'm smart enough to realize that that wouldn't have helped matters
any. A wonderful person told me that it
was easy to forgive, but hard to forget,
hope that we can all be men enough to forgive
others for their shortcomings, because we
have plenty of our own. And after we for
give, we might learn to forget. Some of us
are born with it and some without; some can
acquire it, and some can't, and I guess I'm
one of the latter and unfortunate ones, but
I'm going to try. How about you trying with
me? Think about it, men.

But taking everything into consideration,
it is very possible that this system could be
a blessing in disguise for these men. A military position does take up time that could
be very well spent at a desk.
It has been made clear that in a borderline case, this rigid line will not be enforced. If, for any reason, qualified leaders
cannot be obtained from this group, I believe the military departments will have
the insight to move it down a notch.
WE WEALTHY TROOPS
Here's a gem of information that most of
you have already taken advantage of: The
uniform allowance checks are here and
may be obtained from the Treasurers office this week.
While standing in line waiting to get
mine today, I did a little figuring.
With
about 1400 boys in basic R. O. T. C. and perhaps 700 in advanced, the Army and Air
Force is paying the Clemson students somewhere in the neighborhood of $70,000 in
cold cash this week.
Just a thought!

THERE'LL BE SOME CHANGES MADE
Headlines all over the South are throbbing with the news that the United States
Supreme Court has handed down the decision that the States have no right to
segregate the races. This decision will
prove to be of paramount importance to

■

m

the South, to our State, and eventually, to
our college.
The court has ruled before that separate
but equal school facilities was not violate
of the Constitution. But the nine men
garbed in silken robes have now reversed
themselves. Gov. James F. Byrnes stated
that he was "shocked" and urged "all people, white and colored, to exercise restraint
and preserve order."
George Bell Timmerman, Jr., a candidate
for governor, stated that "we must preserve for the parents of the children of this
state the right to send their children to
separate schools."
It is apparent that a few individuals In
Clarendon County who are thirsty either
for publicity or bloodshed, have set the
South in a turmoil on this touchy question.
A condition of unrest will prevail until
each part of this situation is weighed separately. How this crisis will materialize, we
cannot predict. We can only wait . . . wait
and see.
/
A THANK YOU NOTE
I think we owe someone a "thank you."
I'm speaking of the fact that the administration and military staffs have had the
consideration to cancel all drills hereout
except special formations. We can certainly use this time to our advantage*
Thanks!
SLOW DOWN, PROFESSOR!
Say, why this sudden shower of tests right
before examinations? It seems as if almost
every professor is trying to fling in a finale.
This shatters the hopes of all ambitious
students who like to start studying for
exams a couple of weeks early. It also promotes the usual "cramming" process which
seems to work only for the first two • or
three exams. The last few always suffer.
One professor, realizing this, had the
foresight to call off his last test, even after
he had assigned it. This was an exceptional case.
OVERHEARD
Senior Day was a big success. Many are
wondering what the significance is of the
dummy hanging in the big oak tree in front
of the main building. Someone hung in
effigy maybe?
First Barracks surely went down quickly.
Built in 1893, it was the oldest college
building remaining on the campus.
The new dining room system is working
so well, they may use something very much
like it next year.

Disc-o-Pation

;-:

By Mack McDaniel
Many people are criticized for
having varied tastes in music. The
individuals who do this criticizing believe that it is proper to
like only classical music. It is
unfortunate for them that they
do not enjoy popular and jazz
music.
I cannot see a dividing line between "classical" music and other
types. Only the mediums through
which they are presented are different. I will concede to these
people the fact that, in general,
symphonic music is on a higher
intellectual plane than Broadway
musicals, jazz bands, and popular
ballads. This is not always the
case. A very well liked "classical" selection that can be used as
an example is Wagner's Tannhauser. No lower form of musical
expression can be used. This
opera is a classic example of
wasted orchestration. Many of
the Broadway shows are better
works of art.
If these lovers of the symphony
use Bach, Mozart, Handel, or
Brahms as examples of their
types of music they have the argument won. In these composers, we have the highest in
spiritual and artistic perfection.
As Fritz Volbach said of Bach's
music, "It soars above like some
huge, primitive mountain rock. Its
summit is lost in the clouds, in
an infinity of sunlit blue; lonely
and sublime, it is unapproachable
by any other music."
In jazi music, we can onjy
hope to express our individual
happiness, sadness, desires, or
fears to the listener. It comes

only from the heart and not on Wendy Waye's recording of
Press Me: "Fine pressing job."
from the soul.
Percy Faith and Mitch Miller
Capitol has released a recording of Debussy's Rhapsody for Or- team up on Music Until Midnight.
chestra and Saxophone. It is Mitch plays Oboe and English
played by Marcel Mule and the horn and really shows off his
Paris Philharmonic. This record technique.
will satisfy the jazz fan and the
Capitol has pressed a new
classics lover..
album called 10th Anniversary
Joni James recording of Am I featuring the King Cole Trio.
In Love seems to be making quite Nat's recording of Funny is still
a hit. It is a very typical per- a favorite among many of us.
formance in the conventional Joni Return to Paradise is also a very
James style, and very pleasant fine disc.
to the ear.
The name Lee Konitz sends
Eddie Fisher has hit an all time chills up the spine of any saxolow with A Girl, A Girl. It's just phonist. He sits in with the Gerry
a lot of words and doesn't get Mulligan Trio for an LP On Pacific Jazz label. It is the most.
anywhere.
I dug up an interesting little
A disc jockey on WWL commented recently on Frank Si- bit the other day. Glenn Miller
natra's new recordings. He recorded Little Brown Jug before
said, "Frank is singing now. he went into the army. This
His latest, I'm Glad There Is doesn't jive with the picture, The
Glenn Miller Story. Well, that's
You, is a great record.
Victor Borge has recorded an Hollywood.
The fabulous Mr. "B" does it
LP for Columbia called' Comedy
In Music. Anyone who enjoys a again with Lost in Loveliness and
laugh will like this one. It is Don't Get Around Much Anymore.
This is Billy Eckstine at his best.
hilarious.
Metronome magazine has
Peggy Lee has been starring in
spoken
words of wisdom when
a show at the Sands Hotel at Las
Vegas and singing such great hits speaking of Nat "King" Cole's
as Bewitched, Bothered, and Be- Alone Too Long. "Too bad there
wildered, Why Don't You Do aren't more songs as this with
Right, and Love Me or Leave Me. as much chance for public accepThe critics say that she is really tance."
leaving the crowds clamoring for
MGM is filming a new version
more. At one of her club engageof
The Student Prince. They
ments in New York several years
ago, she appeared at the mike in have attempted to stay close to
a very low, low cut evening gown. the original novel and play (by
A sailor promptly stood up and Meyer, Foerster.) It should be a
said, "you don't have to sing, pleasant contrast to several "under par" performances that I've
Peggy. Just stand there."
Downbeat magazine's comment seen in the past few years.
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.The "Men of Song:", composed of members of
the Clemson Glee Club, practice for the annual
spring' concert to be presented by the Clemson
College Concert Band and the Clemson Com-

munity Chorus. This group is a very important
component part of the Clemson Community
Chorus.

Concert Presented By
Concert Band And Chorus
iss Broadway Pianist;
Debut Of Double Quartet
The Clemson Concert Band and Community Chorus will
present a concert Tuesday evenings May 5th at 8 p. m. in
the College Chapel. This concert will feature the music of
modern composers as well as that of the past masters and
will present Miss Cammie Broadway, pianist, playing the
First Movement of the Grieg Piano Concerto.
An outstanding Florence pianist, Cammie Broadway has
been pursuing her musical
studies since she was seven
years old when she began her
piano lessons with Mrs. J. A.
Grimsley.
Since the summer
of '51 she has commuted to further her study of piano at Colter College with Mrs. Virgil
Smith until the summer of '52,
and is now the pupil of Professor Virgil Smith. A high school
senior, she is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Broadway.
An accomplished pianist Miss
Broadway has often had her talent recognized.
She earned a
top rating this spring in the district and state high school music
contest. A year ago she won a
top rating in National Federation
of Music Club district festival
competition and represented her
district in the Federation's state
festival. Last summer she was
elected grand pianist of the Rainbow Girls of North and South
Carolina. She appeared in the
fall of 1953 as guest soloist with
the Florence Civic Orchestra and
was awarded their first annual
scholarship of $100, established
by the orchestra to further talented local students in their musical
education.
Miss Broadway has played for
the State Convention of the National Federation'of Music Clubs
and has often performed for numerous civic organizations. She
is also the regular pianist for the
Florence Central Methodist
Church.
Planning to enter Coker College, Hartsville, S. C, next fall to
further her education, she has
been recently awarded their Margaret Coker Lawton Music Scholarship.
The first part of the program
will be made up of band music.
All of the numbers played by the
concert band have interesting
backgrounds—Ex. the suite "Atlantis". The four numbers played from this suite are rescriptive
of the lost continent Atlantis
■which is believed to have extended
across the AtlanticOcean approximately from Europe to Yucatan.
This continent is believed to have
been the home of a great race
which conquered the civilized
world. The Azore Islands are
considered the tops of it's lofty
mountains and are all that now
remains above water of the great
country. The band will feature
several novelty numbers such as
"A Southern Wedding''. The studentbandmaster is Cadet Robert
Plowden of Sumter, South Carolina. The property custodians are

—F. W. Reinhold, B. W. Goodwin,
and W. M. McAllister. The following are the band members: O. R.
Bishop, D. T. Carroll, N. H.
Caughman, C. S. Chance, A. F.
Copeland, J. M. Davis, D. L.
Dickerson, B. W. Goodwin, R. H.
Hammond, S. A. Harvin, E. P.
Heidtman, R. E. Hunter, S. T.
Johnson, T. O. Jones, R. S. Lee, B.
S. Lindell, W. M. McAllister, W.
A. Milliard, J. H. Miller, M. B.
Nickles, R. B. Plowden, R. S.
Powell, J. L. Ramsey, F. W. Reinhold,
J. M. Reynolds, C. G.
Richey, J. D. Rogers, C. F. Saunders, W. E. Seigler, S. D. Shearer, J. T. Smith, G. R. Taylor, T.
W. Weber, D. E. Whitaker, H. S.
Williams and W. L. Wilkes.
Cadet D. E. Whitaker will also
be featured with Miss Broadway
playing a sousaphone solo.
The Clemson Men of Song is a
newly developed organization on
the college campus. Its principal
objective being to furnish music
for organizations not equipped to
handle large choral groups. This
organization is made up of eight
outstanding voices from the Clemson Cadet Corps. They will feature popular music. These men
are: M. E. Barnette, B. H. Bell,
J. M. Davis, F. C. Derrick, J. H.
Foster, G. E. Lyons, K. W. Mays,
P. A. Woods:
The Community Chorus, organised in 1951 and now in its
third year, has contributed
greatly to the music level of the
community.
They have performed in two of the popular
Christmas productions at Clemson College as well as performing in an Easter Cantata and
co - producing "The Student
Prince". This organization has
appeared in various other concerts including commencement
programs.
The officers are:
Sybil McHugh, President;
George Bonnette, vice-president; Trescott Hinton, treasurer, Ann Mays, secretary.
Members of the Community
chorus are: Billy Alford, Grady
Daniel, B. E. Fernow, W. T. Ferrier, John Foster, H. L. Hunter,
Ken Mays, Don Taylor, J. B.
Whitney, Daniel Williams, David
Witt, Dot Anderson, Barbara Ammons, Constance Armitage, Eleanor Ballenger, Paulette Barretta,
Harriet Cook, Mary Dunkett, Dot
Dunkelberg, Sidelle Ellis, and
Bernice Fernow. Also, Liz Finch,
Willie Mae Helton, Roxana Hunger, Dot Law, Mary Katherine
Littlejohn, Betsy Lovett, Sybil
McHugh, Rachel Mattison, Ann

Mays,
Nettie
Owings,
Sylvia
Pitts, Stephanie Rush, Rheua
Stakely, Lib Stepp, Ethel Stribling, Louise Turner, Emma Webb,
Tilla Williamon, and Johnnie Lee
Witt.
The concert program is as
follows The Band will play
Monterey by Caneva, Prelude
and Fugue in B Minor by Bach,
Sunday Morning at Glion by
Bendel, Atlantis (The Lost Continent) by Safranek, National
Emblem by Bagley, Emmett's
Lullaby by Holmes featuring a
sousaphone solo by D. E. Whitaker, Git on Board by Lotter, A
Southern Wedding by Lotter,
and the Greig Concerto for Piano featuring Miss Cammie
Broadway, pianist.
Halls of Ivy by Russel and
Knight, Loch Lomond, Lonesome
Valley, a folk song with Mrs. Emma Webb, soloist, and Prayer
from "Hansel and Gretel" by
Humperdinck by the Community
Chorus.
Bali Ha'i by Rodgers
and De Gospel Train will be sung
by the Clemson Men of Song. The
combined Band, Chorus, and
Double Quartet will present the
Finale ("From the Song of Man").

College News
At the University of Toledo,
Ohio, the Campus Collegian's inquiring reporter sought student's
pat peeves. Here are some of the
results:
"Teachers fail to realize that
they have been teaching the same
subject for a number of years,"
says one student.
"They think
we should know as much as they
do in a much shorter time."
"For the most part," complains
an English professor, "it is the
lack of curiosity which I object
to. Students are not interested in
learning for the sake of knowing
something. Everything must have
a practical application.'^
Another professor terms "laziness"' his pet peeve. "College
students are the only people in
the world," he says, "who pay for
something and then do their best
to cheat themselves out of it."
(ACP)

Keyed to a "Responsibilities of
Freedom" theme, the Seventh Annual National Student Congress
of the United States National Student Association convenes at Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa, on
Augus 22.
Over 800 representatives from
American colleges in every part
of the land and the largest number of overseas observers in USNSA's history plan to attend, according to James M. Edwards,
USNSA president.
"There is now a pressing need,"
Edwards explains, "for American
student leaders to discuss the
problems which all have in common
and
the
responsibilities
which fall to each in today's complex society."
Registration is now being accepted at USNSA's national office from all members and nonmember student governments.
Each member school will send
from one to seven delegates, depending upon the size of the
school. All delegates will be
elected by their student governments or student bodies to attend
the meeting.
A workshop for the exchange
of ideas, techniques and programs
on campus student problems, the
Congress also votes a complete
policy program for USNSA during the 1954-55 academic year.
Agreeing with John Foster
Dulles, Secretary of State, that it
is USNSA's job to "build citizens
for the coming generation who
will be able to carry the heavy
responsibilities which fall on
them," the Seventh National Student Congress pinpoints the nature of present student tasks, according to Edwards. National issues affecting students will also
be discussed.
Meetings of about 25 delegates
consider everything from studentfaculty - administration relationships and academic freedom to
the student press and intercollegiate athletics.
Commissions on the role of stu(Continued on Page Six)
us in one way or another, there
have been many. It's going to be
hard leaving all of our good
friends here at Clemson, but their
influence will always be a part of
us. May the Class of '54 wish
the best of luck to all of your
Sans. We thank you for everything.
Hugh Humphries
President
Senior Class of 1954

Examinations for this semester will be held according to the
schedule indicated below. Unless otherwise indicated by the
professor concerned, the examination for each course will be
held in the regular classroom or laboratory.
Examinations in subjects which meet
will be held
8MWF '
8-11 a. m.
Tuesday
June 1
8TTh 9S
will be held
1-4 p.m.
Tuesday
June 1
9MWF
will be held
8-11 a.m.
Wednesday June 2
9F
will be held
8-10 a.m.
Wednesday June 2
9M
will be held
10-12 am.
Wednesday June 2
9TTh 10S
will be held
1-4 p.m.
Wednesday June 2
10MWF
will be held
8-11 a.m.
• Saturday
May 29
lOTTh US will be held
1-4 p.m.
Saturday
May 29
11MWF
will be held
8-11 a.m.
Monday
May 31
11F
will be held
8-10 a.m.
Monday
May 31
11M
will be held
10-12 a.m.
- Monday
May 31
UTTh 12S
will be held
1-4 p.m .
Monday
May 31
1MWF
will be held
To be arranged
2MWF
will be held
8-11 a.m.
Friday
June 4
Examinations in subjects which meet for four or five hours
a week, e.g.. 8MTWThF or 8MTTHF, may use either the period
designated for MWF group or the period designated for the
TThS group. The choice of which period is to be used should
be made by the professor of the department concerned and announced to the students.
AS 110
1-4 p.m.
Thursday June 3
To Be Announced
CE 101
1-4 p.m.
Friday
June 4
College Auditorium
Chem 101
8-11 a.m.
Thursday June 3
College Auditorium
Chem 102
8-1J a.m.
Thursday June 3
College Auditorium
Engl. 100
8-11 a.m.
Friday
June 4
To Be Announced
Engl. 101
8-11 a.m.
Friday
June 4
To Be Announced
MS 102
1-4 p.m.
Thursday June 3
To Be Announced
TM 464
7-10 p.m.
Saturday May 29
To Be Announced
Zool 101
1-4 p.m.
Friday
June 4
Agric. -Auditorium
The special schedule for the subjects indicated above has been ar
ranged in accord with the provision that where there are more than
four sections of the same freshman subject, the schedule committee may be requested through the department head to schedule a
group examination. If there are any additional requests under this
provision, such requests should be submitted to the schedule committee.
Examination in laboratory work, if required, will be held at the
last meeting of the laboratory class. No other examinations, special or otherwise, will be held prior to 8 a. m., Saturday, May 29.
No military inspection will be held on May 29. The regular
schedule of classes for this semester will continue until 12 noon,
May 28.

Letters To
Tom Clemson
Dear Tom,
The time is fast approaching
for another graduating class td
be leaving Clemson. It certainly
doesn't seem like four years since
that day we found ourselves with
no hair, but some how, they have
slipped by. Before we leave,
Tom, we would like to give our
thanks to a few who have helped
make this our senior year the
best.

that Ted (Yam dankee) Banz night—it turned out to be Lonnlt
was right for once in his life. He (Knee Walker) Littlejohn.
-OSCAR SAYS—
(Oscar) says you should have
figured out the situation long ago
that Sonny (Red) Dukes wasn't
—stupid.
far behind Littlejohn.
—OSCAR SAYS—

-USl.AR SAYS—

that they won't have to emthat Tracy Jackson was trying
balm Red McLaurin and Tommy to snake on Jim (Fog) Johnson
Rosemond when they die. He at the OV.
(Oscar) says the amount they
-OSCAR SAYSconsumed at the senior dance
that Pooley (Pinhead) Hubert
had the "Belle of the Ball" at the
should hold them.
dance. He (Oscar) says Pooley
OSCA
SAYS—
that Dick (Taps Happy) Mc- sure was lucky.
Mahon, Ames (the Kid) Wells,
Duke Wright and Bob Cunningham acted more like sixth graders than college seniors at the
barbecue. He (Oscar) says it
must have been their second
childhood or their second gallon.

Sporting Goods

-OSCAR SAYS-

' thtt
Sambo
Murphee was
drumming up some candidate!
for this column. He (Oscar) sayi
-OSCAR SAYSthat Sambo was one of the best
that this is the last you'll read candidates he saw at the senior
about Enormous and the Hellbent day dance.
-OSCAR 8AYSCrew.
- OSCAR SAYS—
that Mark (Killer) Kane wa»
that Steve (Prosecutor) Griffith stooging for Clyde White last
and Jerry (Jailbird) Lyons made week. You boobs must alternate
weekly.
a handsome couple wallering on
—OSCAR SAYS—
the ground and singing.
that Bobby (Little Huey) MorOSCAR 8AYS
ris can't stand too much drumthat Bub (Jelly Belly) Edwards ming from his buddies.
and Harold (Rudolph) Erskine
—OSCAR SAYS—
looked as if they were up to
that all you probably heard
something Mond%y night. He about Wlngo Avery and Don (EsHe
(Oscar)
(Oscar) says it must have been kimo) Rhinhart.
says ask Billy O'Dell.
a bottle.
—OSCAR SAYS—

-OSCAR SAYS—

that Alan (Oscar) Cannon and
that BUI (the hustler) KasJohnny Ray (Oscar) Presher sure
marek sure has drunk some "cool have enjoyed writing this column.
ones" with the 30c he's -spent this He (Oscar) sure appreciated your
cooperation.
year.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

thanks to Dave (Pretty Hair)
that he (Oscar) thought he saw
a bottle six feet tall Monday Moorehead for covering the senior platoon trip to New Orleans.
He (Oscar) would also like to
thank RAT ELMER AMICK for
copying and turning in the
column.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that the jig is up—let's get out
of town and talk it over.
STOP AT

-First of all to all the underclassmen whose presence have
made our being "seniors" possible. We would like to thank them NEWS BRIEF
for their cooperation in helping
Completing a course in senior
us have a great Senior Day.
life saving taught by Jerry Gantt,
—To Dickie McMahon and his Red Cross swimming instructor,
"Tap's" staff for not only getting assisted by Bill Gaireli, FraflK
our books out early for us, but al- Rogers, and Ray Willingham, are
so for making it the best that we Elizabeth Cook, BeVerly Jackson,
have seen yet. They did a great Carroll Smith, Bill Alford, Bill
Steuer, William Cooper, Aritha
job.
Sears and Nan Tull.
—To Mr. Walter Cox for all
Also being taught is a beginthe help he has gien so freely,
ners swimming class, for children,
both personally and as a member
7-10 years of age and an interof the social committee. Without
mediate swimming course for
him it is doubtful that we could
childre.n 10-14 years of age.
In
A display In the window of Hoke Sloan's honored the men and
have ever pushed through our these courses Jerry Gantt, inwomen in the Armed Services along with displaying several
Senior Dance or had such a won- structor, is being assisted
types of weapons and ammunition. The display was in observby
derful Senior Day.
ance of Armed Services Day which was on May 15. (TIGER
Frank Rogers, Carl Bishop, Ray
—To all the others who help- Willingham and Wesley Millard.
photo by Frankie Martin.)
ed plan our Senior Day, and especially Mr. Fields and his staff
for preparing the barbecue.
—To Miss Coker, for keeping
Heating and
us straight on our credits and
electives.
408 N. MAIN STREET
Tom, it would be impossible to
ANDERSON, S. C.
name all those who have helped

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Jerry (ex slouch) Jackson
was really rolling the other night.
He (Oscar) says he was glad ht
wasn't in his car this time.

PATS PLACE
For

Sandwiches and Shakes
Open Til Midnight Nightly
Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

DRAKE'S
Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.

Hardware

Air Conditioning
ANDERSON, S. C

ROCK HUDSON says, "After acting
in high-school plays, I got a job
in Hollywood delivering mail so
I could talk to stars and agents.
The plan worked — one agent
arranged a screen test. I worked
five months without a day off —
and it paid off with a good
starting contract!"

A 20-year-old German student
hns arrived in Japan, after hitchhiking one third of his way
around the globe.
Timm Nolte, an architecture
student, left Germany to see the
world a year ago. On March 7,
1953, he left his home in Duesseldorf and, with no money in his
pockets, toured Switzerland, the
South of France, and Italy.
Then he made his way to
Greece, Turkey, Syria, and Iraq,
and from Iraq he worked his passage across the Persian Gulf to
Pakiston. From there he went to
India, and then to Japan.
Next on his list are North and
South America, and finally back
home to Germany.
(ACP)
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TURNER'S SERVICE STATION

SUMMER
SPORT
SHIRTS
$1.98 UP

ESQUIRE
"SHOPS FOR MEN"
Clemson

—

Greenville

Gulfpride Motor Oil
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline

—

Washing
Greasing

LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY

DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS ...
CHEESEBURGERS,....
AND OTHER SHORT ORDERS

DAN'S
OPEN 11:00 A.M. TO 12 P.M.

Qhd

CAMELS

THAW ANY OTHER. CIGARETTE !
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Tigers Lead Field In ACC; Play Waiting Game
me*

Tigers Split Two Games; Terp Cindermen Kirby Consistent Winner DUKE TAKES
ACC Track
Close Out 1954 Season Take
Meet Saturday
GOLF CROWN;
In All Field Events
Clemson's Tig baseballers lost to Furman 9-13 and defeatMaryland's top seeded Terps
ed Newberry 11-0 in their last two outings to make their '54
By Bill Leitner
came from behind to take the
record now read 18 wins and 8 losses. The two non-ConferCecil
Kirby,
Clemson's
top man in the field events all sea- YAUN PLACES
last event and the ACC track
ence matches will be the Bengal's last contests until further
championship last Saturday son, continued his winning ways last weekend in the ACC
NCAA competition is begun.
on their home track in Col- Track Meet at College Park, Maryland. . Cecil took third in
FURMAN GAME
Smith
_
_..l
0
0
the discus and fifth in the shot in the fast Conference com0
lege Park.
Furman's Buck Gay, aided by
0 1 0 0
eight Clemson errors and 14 hits Swetenburg, lb
petition.
The Terps nosed out the North

By Lewis Cromer
by his teammates, went the route
THE FAT IS IN THE FIRE
better three Tiger hurlers in
The only thing that is definite about the ACC race is that to
the drawn-out affair here last
it is closer than the proverbial gnat's eyebrow. At the be- Wednesday. He allowed 12 hits,
ginning of the week, there was a possibility of a three-way including four homeruns, two
each by Doug Kingsmore and
tie in the Conference. Both the N. C. State Wolfpack and Wyman Morris, but stayed two
the Maryland Terrapins had a chance of overhauling the jumps ahead of the Bengals after
Tigers and throwing the race into a playoff series for the the third inning.
Ben Crosland, Gene Compchampionship. The Blue Devils of Duke have changed the tom.
Bill Toth, and Mickey
picture since then, however. The Blue Devils racked up Cone, in that order, went to the
a .win over the Wolfpack to drop them from consideration mound for Clemson. Crosland
was tagged with the loss, his
in the race. The Wolfpack was sporting a 7-5 record and first
against two wins.
need three wins to match the 8-4 Tiger Conference mark.
Clemson jumped to a two-run
The Old Liners are still to be reckoned with. Maryland lead in the first on Doug Kingsmore's initial homer after Bill
must win both of her encounters with Duke and N. C. State. Barnett singled. Garrison homerAs this is written, neither of these contests have been heard ed for Furman and Wyman Morfrom. Should Maryland win and the race result in a tie, a ris duplicated the feat for Clemson to account for the second inplayoff series, probably the best of three, between the ning's scoring.
Terps and the Tigers would result. This playoff would Clemson's defense hit the rocks
probably begin the first part of next week so that the Con- in the top of the third, and the
Hurricanes pushed across six talference champ could be named and the inter-Conference lies before Crosland gave way to
competition could begin on schedule. Such a playoff will Compton and three outs were
not be necessary should the Blue Devils or the Wolfpack made.
Clemson added one in their half,
stop the Terps this week. In any case, win, lose or draw, but Furman came back stronger
the Tiger baseballers have fielded a team to reflect credit again in the fourth to score three
upon themselves and upon Clemson as a whole. We can more.
Toth took over from Compton
all be well proud of this year's diamond crew.
and allowed three runs in his
four innings stay—two in the fifth
SWING AROUND THE DIAMOND
and one in the eighth. Cone set
Let's look at our Tiger baseballers at the close of this sea- the Hurricanes down without a
son. At first base we have Dick Swets»iburg, who has con- score in the ninth. Clemson scored three in the
tributed to the Tiger cause time and time again with field- seventh and one in the eighth, but
ing gems and flawless play. At second, Roy Coker is re- fell short in the ninth after loadgarded by many as the greatest second sacker that the Tig- ing the bases.
Ted Yackimowic,,
Furman's
ers have ever fielded. Barry Crocker, the errorless wizard first sacker, led both teams in hitat, shortstop, has been a thorn in the side of potential enemy ting with a lusty four for five and
hiiters all season and has thrown many batters out who accounting for four RBI's. Walker
had three hits for four trips for
would have had a base rap under normal circumstances. Furman.
Doug Kingsmore had a perWith his big glove and thundering bat, third sacker Wyman
three for three which inMorris has been a nemesis to opposing hurlers throughout fect
cluded his two home runs. Rogthe campaign.'
er Gaines and both Morrises
In the outer gardens, an equally impressive array of tal- rapped out two hits for the Tigers. Wyman now has six home
ent has been on hand all through the season. Bill Barnett runs for the season, and Doug
in left seldom allows a runner an extra base through faulty has ten.
THE BOX:
fielding and has come through time and time again with Furman
ab r h e
clutch hits. In the center, the Tigers have the Conference Compton, cf __
5 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
home run leader, Doug Kingsmore. All year, Doug has Cashion, 3b
McDonald, 3b ..
....4
2 2 0
struck fear into the hearts of many an enemy hurler. He Sutton,
ss
._ __ __6 2 2 0
is ever dangerous at the plate and handles a wicked glove Yakimowicz, lb
5 3 4 0
_
5 2 1 0
afield. He is one of the apples in the eyes of the big league Garrison, c
Pou, rf
__ ..._5 1 0 (j
scouts who have trailed the Tigers all year. In right, the Watson,
If
6 1 1 0
Greenwood flash, Booger Gaines, has turned in a top flight Walker, 2b
4 2 3 1
performance. His speed afield and on the basepaths make Gay, p .._ .... .. .....4 0 1 0
Totals
45 13 14 1
him ever a threat to Tiger foes.
Clemson
ab r h e
The mound corps is amply padded. Led by lefty Billy Coker, 2b .... _ . __ ....5 0 1 0
5 1 1 0
O'Dell, who led the Conference throughout most of the year Crocker,
Barnett, If ....$ .... _..2 2 1 0
in won-loss percentage, strikeouts, and earned run averages. Brown, If
.
1 0 0 0
_ 3 2 3 1
Following O'Dell come Leonard' Humphries, Ben Crosland, Kingsmore, cf
Gaines, rf .... ...
4 1 2 0
Mickey Cone, Robby Saylors, and George Compton.
W. Morris, 3b ...
5 2 2 3
Coach Smith has done an excellent job with his charges B. Morris, c
__ ......5 0 2 1
2 0 0 0
throughout the season and deserves credit for much of their Blackstone, lb .:
success. All things considered, this has been a great year
for Tiger baseball.
WHERE TO, BILLY?
Billy O'Dell, ace of the Tiger mound corps, has been
named Clemson's nominee for the Conference athlete of
the year. He was also named most valuable in baseball and
received one of the annual Blue Key fraternity awards.
Over the season, Billy has accumulated an 8-2 won-loss
record. He has beaten Florida, Ohio State, N. C. State,
Wake Forest, North Carolina, Newbery, and South Carolina
twice. His two losses came at the hands of Duke and Maryland. Both of these contests were close and could have
gone either way. Billy has struck out 98 batters in 84 in
•nings and has a phenominally low earned run average of
.43 in his 10 contests.
It is little wonder that Billy has received offers from
many big league teams. All sixteen major clubs are on
O'Dell track, but the crafty southpaw is non-committal, as
yet. He needs time to make up his mind, but it is expected
that an announcement may be forthcoming from the Newberryite within the next three weeks. He may begin his
pro career this very summer.

Crosland, p
1
Compton, p
....
1
Toth, p
......1
bShealy .._ ....
1
Cone, p
0
cO'Dell
'
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
.38 9 12 6
a. Popped out for Blackston in
6th.
b. Flied out for Toth in 8th.
c. Struck out for Swetenburg in
9th.
Furman
016 320 100—13
Clemson
211 010 310— 9
NEWBERRY GAME:
Billy O'Dell hurled a two-hitter
at Newberry Saturday night to
lead his Tiger teammates to an
11-0 victory over Newberry's Indians. The contest, arranged primarily for O'Dell and catcher
Bobby Morris to demonstrate
their wares to the home town
folks, became O'Dell's eighth
win of the season against two
losses.
O'Dell in pitching his third
shutout of the season, struck
out fourteen Indians and lowered his earned run average to
0.43. Both Newberry hits came
in the first inning. One by Maksim, and the other by Bailey.
Clemson opened their scoring
in the first with a single tally.
This was enough for O'Dell, and
it seemed it would be all until
the sixth when the Tigers
pushed across another.
The Tigers broke loose for
seven in the seventh and added
two more in the eighth. This concluded the night's scoring as Billy
held the Indians in check for the
final inning.
Catcher Bobby Morris rifled a
home run for the big blow of the
game. He also had another/hit in
five trips. Doug Kingsmore had
three for five.
THE BOX:
Newberry
ab
Ray, 2b .... _
2
Maksim, ss
3
Eisner, lb
Bailey, cf
Dufford, 3b _ . J
3
Campbell, 3b
0
Blanks, rf
aSeastrunk "
Scott, If
Riston, c
Boose, p
_.
Haselden, p __
McElven, p .

Carolina Tar Heels 59>,2 to 57 7/10.
Duke finished third with 42 9/10
points; South Carolina took
fourth, scoring 35 1/5 points, Virginia copped fifth position with
16% points, Clemson sixth with
6%, points, and N. C. State last
with 5 points. Wake Forest did
not enter a team.*
Clemson's two finalists did
well in their events. Allston
Mitchell placed second in the
high jump, and Cecil Kirby
continued to score in the
weights by taking a fifth in the
shotput and a third in the discus.
The meet was a two team battle almost from the start as the
North Carolina thinclads threatened to upset the expects and defeat the Terrapins Maryland led
in a nip and tuck battle until the
two mile race. Maryland failed
to place in this event >-as North
Carolina took second, third, and
fifth to rack up eight points and
take the lead 51% to 48. Maryland was able to gain only one
point in the pole vault and high
jump leaving the mile relay to
decide the championship. The relay was ah all even affair until
the third lap when Freddie Roberts of U. S. C. and Burke Wilson of Maryland pulled away
from the pack.
Wilson gave the Terps a three
yard lead and Jim Pentzer
stretched it into a ten yard advantage over Sonny Wilcher till
the final turn, but Wilcher's finish kick narrowed the gap to five
yards at the tape.
THE SUMMARY:
100-1. Woodlee, V. S. S., 2.
Newton, V. N. C, 3. Drawdy,
17. S. C, 4, Abdalla, Maryland, 5
Thoupp, Maryland. :9.9.
440-1. Pentzer, Maryland, 2.
Helmer, Maryland, 3. Wilcher,
V. S. C, 4. Wilson, Maryland,
5. Reid, Virginia .:49.6.
One-Mile Run-1. Good, Maryland, 2. McBride, U. S. C, 3.
Faass, Maryland, 4. Reece,
Duke, 5. Inabinet, U. S. C.
4:24.4.
(Continued on Page Five)

Kirby's performances are the him among the thinclads. He im
result of a lot of hard work, both proved rapidly and impressed all
in high school and here at Clem- with his ability and perseverance.
son. Cecil is a Sumter boy who Cecil did well enough to letter bemade quite a record as a prep fore two thirds of the season was
school athlete at Sumter High. over. In fact, he was Clemson's
He was a three sport man, star- number one man in the late sea^
ring in basketball, track and foot- son meets.
ball. Cecil is very fast for a big
This year, with "Goon" Gaskins
man, six feet' two inches, 195 gone, Cecil has had to carry the
Leonard Yaun tied with four
pounds, and his football coach load in the weight events. He has
others
for seventh place in the
used him as a halfback. His height done well and has been Clemand eye for the basket made him son's most consistent performer tournament. Leonard had 74
the first team basketball cen- in the shot and discus. Though strokes to his credit.
ter for three years, but his great- he threw the shot better before
Clemson placed sixth in th»
est achievement came in track. this season, Cecil has had more
meet
with 315.
Cecil ran the dashes, and threw success with the spinning disk
the shot and discus.
His best this year. He was a top scorer Scores in the first Atlantic
event was the shot, and he won all year and climaxed the season Coast Conference golf tournament
the state high school crown in with a second in the state and a
1950 and' 1951. In 1951, he set third in the Conference in that include:
a new record with a forty eight event. He also took third in the Leonard Yaun (C) 36-38-74
foot plus toss. This greatly pleas- state and a fifth in the Confer- John Woodward, (C) 37-39-76
ed Cecil's father who always urg- ence in the shot. In addition to Bill Johnson (C) 36-44-80
ed him to compete in sports. Mr. his track, Cecil joined the ranks Carr Larisey (C) 45-40-85.
Kirby was a high school football of the play for pay boys last fall Ned Thornhill, (C) 44-44-88
star and is one of the most rabid when he played for Oconee Mills Orlando Smith, (C) 44-44-88
track fans in South Carolina. He basketball team.
,
Ambrose Easterby, (C) 46-45-91
has always attended the State
Meet, even before his son was
competing.
New Sport Shirts at . . . .
When Cecil graduated from
Sumter High in 1951, he decided
on a career in electrical engineering and chose Clemson as his
New Slacks - Palm Beach and (totton Cords
college. A rising senior now, Cecil has made honors four semesters and served as class representative his sophomore year. Well
liked by his classmates for his
modesty and industry, he was re
cently elected to the Student Assembly as Senior Class Representative.
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Cecil's rat year here, he decided
to continue his basketball and
went out for Coa!ch "Rock" Norman's frosh squad. He made the
first team and is remembered by
many for his dramatic forty-five
foot push shot in the last three
seconds, which was the Baby
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Bengal's margin of victory over
the state champion Greenville
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight
High aggregation. In the spring,
Kirby went out for the track team
and made the varsity squad as the
number two discus man near the
season's end. The next fall, Cecil decided to forego basketball
for books ,but spring again found

Totals
27 0 2
a-Struck out for Blanks in the
ninth.
(Continued on Page Five)

TIGER TAVERN
NOW OPEN ALL DAY

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

WHAT MAKES A
WOW TASTE BETTER?

1

His TOASTED'

4o +as+e better i
Eood-tasting tobacco.
•= toasted to
a. That tobacco IB tagtg^
taste better. ^stHkT^cess-the famous L™?*l,.fine tobacco...
toneS U
? Sste even'bettermakes xt taste
smoother.
cleaner, fresnex,
Vat+ftt.

Going Home by

GREYHOUND
Atlanta, Ga.
Charlotte, N. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Richmond, Va. .
Augusta, Ga. _

HOKE SLOANS

TODAY& QUIZ

SPRING SPORTS CLOSE OUT SEASON
The Clemson netmen have closed out another campaign.
With their win over the Wofford Terriers last week, the
racqueteers made their record over the season 5-8. They
opened the season with an 8-1 conquest of Erskine; they
next lost a pair to Furman by identical scores of 4-5. The
Carolina netmen split with the Tigers 4-5, 5-4. Georgia
took their match 1-8, but the Tigers redeemed themselves
by trouncing The Citadel in their next encounter, 6-3 They
dropped two to the undefeated College of Charleston tennis
team by scores of 0-9, 3-6, and a single match to Maryland,
3-6. They closed out their current campaign with a win
over Wake Forest, 6-3, and a split with the Wofford Terriers,
2-7, 7-2.
Golf also closed out it's season last week. Coach Norman's charges have won four matches and lost six. They
tdpped Presbyterian 19%-1% in the season's opener, split
with the Gamecocks 20-7, 13-14, and lost to the Duke linksters, ZVz-IV-h... The Deacons took the Tigers 16-11, and
Georgia also triumphed 18%-8y2. The Tig linksters split
with The Citadel 19%-7%, 10-7 and took the measure of the
Wofford Terriers 26%-3%. The golf lads closed out their
campaign with a loss to the Terps of Maryland, 11%-15%.

Arnold Palmer, Wake Forest
College senior, and a well balanced team from Duke University won the first Atlantic Coast
Conference golf championships at
the Old Town Club in Winston
Salem May 15. Palmer, who had
a little trouble with his chips and
putting, toured the course with a
par 71 to win individual championship by one stroke from four
others.

Greenville, S. C. .
Asheville, N. C. _
Knoxville, Tenn. .
Charleston, S. C._.
Washington, D. C.

And naturally, ^"tudents

ref-LucSes to a\l other brands.
so. a„3ov better taate. Be Happy-

LUCKY

All above prices, plus tax

CLEMSON BUS STATION

•ITS TOASTED"

C. C. DuBose

Go Iiuckyl
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cleancn^hen smoother.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Ciemson A & M»

Pa«e*

Swetenburg Holds
Down First Sack

PLAY AIFIA MEET
THURSDAY, MAY 13

By Bill Linton
Throughout the current baseball season, one of Clemson's
most consistent team men has been likeable Tig first baseman, Dick Swetenburg.

DICK SWETENBURG, Clemson First Baseman

Awards Given To
Frank Jeter For
Superior Service
A Clemson graduate, Frank H.
Jeter, is one of the Agriculture
Department employees who will
receive awards for superior service in ceremonies at Washington,
D. C, next Tuesday.
Mr. Jeter will be cited "for
pioneering and developing an outstanding college editorial office
which has kept rural people informed on agricultural develops
ments, thereby greatly contributing to the success of the extension service in the betterment of
rural life". The awards will be
presented by Agriculture Secretary Benson, and Vice-president
Nixon will be the master of ceremonies.
Mr. Jeter graduated from Clemson in the Class of 1911, receiving
his B. S. degree in agriculture.
He also received his honorary degree of doctor of science from
Clemson in 1948. He served as
agricultural extension editor at

North Carolina State College
since 1914, except for Army service and two years as editor for
the Southern Fertilizer Association in Atlanta.
He has also served as assistant
to the director of the South Carolina Experimental Station and as
a field man in fertilizer experiments for the German Kali Works
of Atlanta.

TIGERS SPLIT
(Continued from Page Four)
Clemson
Shealy, 2b
'
Crocker, ss
Barnett, If _j
Gaines, rf
Kingsmore, cf
W. Morris, 3b
Brown, rf
B. Morris, c .... Swetenburg, lb
Blackstone, lb
O'Dell, p

Mr. J. H. Kohler, Jr., of the
CUTCO Company, a division of
The Aluminum Company of
America (Alcoa), will be in Room
118 of the Chemistry Building on
Wednesday, May 26, at 7 p. m.
for the purpose of interviewing
students interested in summer
sales work.
CUTCO manufactures and sells
cutlery for the home and is employing a limited number of selected students for summer sales
work in and around the student's
home. Mr. Kohler will talk to
the entire group and then interview individually interested applicants.

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling

The Hillel Brandeis held its
final meeting of the year last
night, May 19. A picnic
was
planned to be held on May 22
near Lake Isaqueena.
Dr. Lehotsky and Dr. Hershfield and
their families Will accompany the
eight-man organization.

NEWS BRIEF

Newberry
Clemson .

ceded the supper and a dance was held afterwards.

A Dartmouth student picked up
$30 on a bet recently.

All he had

to do was slip a goldfish or two
into his highball glass and
them down.

gulp

STONE

right-handed pitching.
He considers Turner of Duke as the best
pitcher whom he has faced all
season, and thinks that the Wake
Forest Demon Deacons are the
best team which the Tigers have
faced this year. "All of our opposition has been good, however,"
commented Swetenburg. In Dick's
opinion, this year's Tiger team is
the best in many years. Ray Coker is the finest all around ball
player that Dick has ever played
with, excluding Billy O'Dell, who
is big league material in Dick's
way of thinking.
The greatest sports thrill during Dick's career was being chosen on the all tournament upper
state team in Greenville during
his senior year in high school.
Bobby Morris, one of his teammates, also shared a berth on
this team.
After Dick's graduation from
Clemson, he plans to settle down
and go into the textile business.
He chose Clemson College because
it offered the best textile courses
and it is near his home of Anderson. Dick does not plan to play
professional ball but plans
tc
stick with the local team.

Scholarships
To Be Given
By Government
Competition for United States
Government
scholarships for
graduate study abroad for 195556 are now open, it was announced today by Mr. Kenneth
Holland, President of the Institute of International Education,
1 East 67th Street, New York
City. A brochure describing overseas study awards under the Fulbright Program and the Buenos
Aires Convention Program has
just been published by the Institute, and application blanks
are available at that agency or
in the offices of Fulbright ad
visers on college and university
campuses.
The Fulbright and Buenos Aires
Convention Programs are part of
the educational exchange activities of the Department of State.
They will give almost 1000 American citizens the chance to study
abroad during the 1955-56 academic year. Since the establishment of the Fulbright Program in
1947, over 3,500 American students have gone abroad under its
auspices and almost 1,000 more
are scheduled to go in September 1954. Under the older Buenos Aires Convention, awards
have been made to 97 Americans
since the program's inception.
Countries where U. S. graduate
students may , study under the
Fulbright Program are Australia,
Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg, Burma, Ceylon, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, India,
Greece Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sweden,
the Union of South Africa, and
the United Kingdom. The countries participating in the Buenos
Aires Convention Program are
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, and Venezuela.
Eligibility
requirements
for
these foreign study fellowships
are:
(1) United States citizenship,
(2) A college degree or its
equivalent at the time the award
is to be taken up,
(3) Knowledge of the language
of the country sufficient to carry
on the proposed study, and

BROTHERS

108 NORTH MAIN STREET

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

VISIT THE

CLEMSON BOOK STORE
FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
WE WILL START BUYING BOOKS
MAY 31st
*•*
ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE

and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Qualify
Lines

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C.
Phone 406
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NEWS BRIEF

The Lutheran Student AssOcia
tion installed new officers for
the coming day On Mothers' Day.
They are: C. G. Stuck, president;
W. C. Shealy, vice-president; and
L. C. Derrick, secretary-treasurer.
Their project for this week is to
clean the vacant lot next to the
beautify
the
_ .000 000 000— 0 church to help
.. .100 001 72x—11 church property.

Seniors "chow down" at the barbecue held
during Senior Day last Monday. Contest pre-

Representative of
CUTCO Company
Holds Interviews

ab
—3
—.4
3
—1
5
....3
5
....5
2
...0
2

Dick is a six foot, one and one
half inch, one hundred and sixtyfive pound sophomore majoring
in textiles here at Clemson.
He
hails from Anderson, South Carolina, and attended
boys High
School there.
In high school,
Dick showed himself to be a fine,
all around athlete. He lettered
two years in basketball as a
guard, one year in football at the
wingback position, and one year
as manager. He played four years
of baseball at first base for the
Yellow Jackets. Ralph Jenkins, a
former Clemson football
great
who made All Southern with the
Tiger team of 1948 at center, was
Dick's football and baseball coach
and gave him much helpful advice in his athletic endeavors. Mr
Swetenburg,
Sr.
who was a
pitcher for Clemson back in '11,
also lent a helping hand in Dick's
athletic career.
While in high school, Dick also
participated in
many activities
other than in athletics.. He was
active in Key Club International.
Hi-Y Club, and other civic clubs.
During his senior year at Boys
High, he was editor of the Yellow
Jacket, the school yearbook. Also at the present time, Dick is
sporting a 2.9 grade point ratio
here at Clemson. His talents aie
not confined to the baseball field.
Dick played two years of American Legion baseball, and for to*
last four years has been playing
with Gluck Mill Of Anderson during the summers. Gluck is net
fielding a team this year, and
Dick is looking around for a team
to play for during this summer
season while he is not attending
summer school classes here at
Clemson.
Dick swings from the portside
of the plate and naturally prefers

Seneca, S. C.
Phone ,41

EASILY FOUND AT

The Clemson Future Teacher*
of America Chapter held its regular meeting on Thursday, May1
13. The meeting was opened with
an invocation by Clarence Huckfc

Blue Key, national leadership fraternity, presented their four trophies to the outstanding
leaders in the four major sports at Clemson at
the banquet held at the Clemson House, May 12Left to right: Bernard Sanders, retiring: presi(4) Good health.
Final selection of Fulbright
grantees is made by the Board of
Foreign Scholarships appointed
by the President of the United
States. The Institute of International Educaion, central private
agency in the U. S. administering programs for the exchange of
students, teachers, and specialists,
is the agency designated by the
Board of Foreign Scholarships
and the Department of State to
screen applications. Under the
Buenos Aires Convention, the Institute makes the preliminary cecommendation of candidates, with
the cooperating countries making
the final selection of candidates
for study within their borders.
Fulbright awards are made entirely in the currencies of participating countries abroad. The
Fulbright Act authorizes the use
of foreign currencies and credits
acquired through the sale of war
surplus property abroad for educational exchanges. The awards
cover transportation, tuition,
books and maintenance for one
academic year.
Awards under
the Buenos Aires Convention include transportation provided by
the United States Government,
and tuition and maintenance allowances provided by the host
governments.
Competition for the 1955-56
academic year closes November 1,
1954. An exception is the program for New Zealand, for which
October 15 is the closing date.
Preliminary selections for other
Fulbright awards, those for teaching, lecturing 'or advanced reSearch abroad, are made by the
U. S. Office of Education and the
Conference Board of Associated
Research Councils.
ERE BREAKS
Salesman: "This model has a
top speed of 100 miles an hour,
and she'll stop on a dime."
Prospect: "What happens after
that?"
Salesman: "A little putty knife
comes out and scrapes you off the
windshield."

dent; Mr. Frank Burtner, faculty advisor; A1Iston Mitchell, track; Ames Wells, basketball;
Billy O'Dell, baseball; and Don King, football.
(TIGER photo by Frankie Martin).

TERP CINDERMEN
(Continued from Page Four)
120 High Hurdles—1. Shankle, Duke, 2. Gaddy, Maryland,
3, Gratton, Virginia, 4. Murray,
U. N. C, 5. Scott, U. N. C. :14.8.
Broad Jump—1. Shankle, Duke,:
2. Yarborough, U. N. C, 3. Stroup,
Maryland, 4. Mayer, Duke, 5.
Amling, Duke. 23 feet 5 5/8 in.
|
(new record),
!
Shotput—1. Lawshe, Duke, 2.
Morris, U. N. C, 3. Dyson, Maryland, 4. Campbell, Duke, 5. (tie)
Kirby, Clemson and Maslow, U.
N. C. 50 feet, 4 inches.
Javelin—1. Brown, U. N. C.,' 2.
Marchinke, U. N. C, 3. Stone,
Duke, 4. Gaddy, Maryland, 5. Anderson, Duke. 199 feet, 3/4 inches.
Discus—1. Morris, U. N. C, 2.
Lawshe, Duke, 3. Kirby, Clemson, 4. Dyson, Maryland, 5. Silas, U. S. C. 150 feet, 1 3/4 in.
880—1. Newnam, U. N. C, 2.
Roberts, U. S. C, 3. Waggner,
Maryland, 4. Hower, Maryland,
5. Horsley, Maryland. 1:55.5.
220—1. Woodlee, U. S. C, 2.
Newton, U. N, C, 3. Drawdy, U.
S. C, 4. Wilcher, U. S. C, 5.
Stroup, Maryland. :22.1.
2-Mile Run—1. Miller, N. C.
State, 2. Houghton, U. N. C, 3.
Barden, U. N. C, 4. McBride, U.
S. C, 5. Nanney, U. N. C. 9:49.1.
220 Low Hurdles—1. Gratton,
Virginia, 2. Gaddy, Maryland, 3.
Murray, U. N. C, 4. Scott, U. N.
C, 5. Sigworth, Maryland. :24.5.
Pole Vault—1. (tie) Shankle,
Duke and Yarborough, U. N. C,
3. (tie) Schwarz, Maryland and
Brasfield, Virginia. 5. (tie) Willard, Maryland and Duke, U. N.
C. 12 feet, 6 inches.
High Jump—1. Shankle, Duke,
2. (tie) Peetzman, Maryland, Mitchell, Clemson, and Quiljen, Virginia, 5. (tie) Mayer, Duke; Anderson, Duke; Gaddy, Maryland;
Haire, U. N. C.j Summers, U. S. C.
6 feet, 0 inches.
Mile Relay — 1. Maryland
(Stroup, Homier, Wilson, Pentzer), 2. U. S: C, 3. Duke, 4, Virginia, 5. U. N. C. 3:20.2.

Jaycees Sponsor
Teenage Road-E-0
Clemson's Junior Chamber of
Commerce is planning a teen-age
Road-E-O for local high school
students to be held at Williamson Drive tomorrow, Friday, May
21. All high school students are
invited to participate; cadets are
invited to watch, but are not eligible to enter the contest.
The driving tests will be held
in the area from the Field
House to the highway.
The
area will be blocked off while
the tests are being run. Before
the actual driving tests, written
examinations will be administered to the participants. The
tests will be judged by state
patrolmen.

Immediately following, a Play,
"Do You Know Liz," was put on
by a group of girls from Lander
College in order to acquaint the
chapter members with the effecta bad teacher can have on a
school. The play tells of Liz, a
school teacher, who has the
wrong impression of extra-curricular activities and how she wa«
brought to realize their importance by taking the responsibilities of a job that she enjoyed doing.
After the play the chapter's
sponsor, co-sponsors, and recorder
for the coming year were elected.
Dr. Thomas White, professor of.,
vocational education, was elected
sponsor, with Dr. W. H. White,'
Dean of Education, J. B. Gentry,
associate professor rjf Vocational
Education, and J. L. Brock, head
of Industrial Education, as cosponsors. E. M. Smith, Vocational
Agricultural Education freshman,
was elected as chapter recorder.
After the meeting was adjourned, the
members
along
with the girls from Lander went
to the ClemsOn House for a gettogether.

Pick
iradi
••A" Quality-Attract
i>. Solid Color
Throujhout!

M.n't Sinn 7 - It.

The winner of the local contest
will compete in the state contest
to be held in Greenwood, where
drivers to compete in the national
eliminations will be chosen .Cars
for the Clemson contest will be
furnished by local dealers.,
'-■-■■

'

'

'

-

'

■ •it pal
>nty r.fu...<! •
PL... ,(al. ,h*.

Children's & Ladiet'
"IMS: Extra Small,
mail, Mtdium and
Large,
color Chalet: Slue,
White, Gretn or lied.

fe^. '«•*« **•■ iU»»lT C». .....j
^^ P.*. ».» I», UTtUT»H, M. C.
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Bill & Hattie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
—Greenville—
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

At Me fitst touch ofyour k>&...you'(ftef/us
ITS THE NEWEST THING IN POWER I

Come drive it and you'll say—

Chevrolet
out-accelerates,
outperforms, out-saves
all other leading low-priced cars!
Coma In and sat behind tha wheel of this great new Chevrolet. You'll soon be
telling us that Chevrolet's new high-compression power — highest of any
leading low-priced car—makes It far and away the top performer In its field!

A

Hood-test itl StropMost it! Hill-test it!
Chevrolet is powered by the highest-compression engine in
its field—an engine designed, engineered and built to deliver more performance with less gas.

CO CHEVROLET f
...4nd get the most sdt/ehced
engine t'n the hw-f)Hc& f/'efcf

And remember—Chevrolet gives you extra value as well a*
extra performance—for agairl this year it'* the lowest-priced
line of cart.

k

Come in . . . take the wheel of a Chevrolet at your earliest
convenience.

LC MARTIN DRUG COMPANY

Now's the time to buy! Get our BIG DEAL! Enjoy a New Che\ roletl

CLEMSON, S. C.

YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
\

j
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Before...

Thursday, May 20, 1954

Archileclual
Majors Present
Art Exhibition

After...

This before and after view of first barracks is a very good representative picture of the area around the Clemson student barracks. First Barracks, one of
the oldest quarters for housing students on the Clemson Campus, met its death*

this week, as the giant demolishing boom rammed in its walls. This is the last
of the present student living quarters to be torn down. (TIGER photos by
Frankie Martin.)

Old Clemson Disappears
First Barracks Last To Fall
Before Construction Crews
By Pick Collins
With each passing day Clemson College is becoming more
and more a different place—different in its physical appearance. During the past year, the troops have seen much of
the "Old Clemson" disappear in order to make way for the
new Clemson. The old laundry was the first building to
be done away with. In its place has been erected a new,
modern building which is capable of greater quality and
.quantity.

Major Roy Allen
To Leave Clemson
This Summer
Leaving Clemson this year will
be Major Roy L. Allen, who has
taught Air Science here for the
past four years. Major Allen is
a Clemson graduate, entering college here in 1940. His college
career was interrupted by World
War II, in which he served as an
infantry officer. After the war
he returned to Clemson and graduated in 1947. Upon graduation,
Major Allen entered the United
States Air Force. He came to
Clemson in September, 1950 from
an assignment at Stewart Air
Force Base, Tenn., and during his
stay here has taught Freshman
Air Science, Flight Operations
and Junior Air Science. Major
Allen says that he has enjoyed
being back at Clemson and working with the students'. Upon
leaving this summer he will go
to the 315th Air Division, Far
Eastern Air Force, Japan. Major
Allen is married and has one son
two and a half years old.

Third Barracks, which was the—
home of Clemson Cadets for many remember "Old Clemson" with
years, was the next structure to sentiment; however, it is with
fall before the modernistic move- pride that we look at our new,
ment. With each crumbling blow modern homes. Where the old
fell many countless memories and buildings once stood, new builda wealth of history. Old Third ings will rise, making Clemson
remains only as a memory of a College a school of beauty, modstately structure with tall white ern and up-to-date in every way.
columns through which have pass- Although the change is a gradual
ed innumerable footsteps.
one, in a few short months our
Second Barracks followed new look will be completed. This
shortly afterwards to make room change, a long awaited movement,
for Mr. Daniel's forces. The carries with it a part of the old
troops who moved from this Clemson. We shall never forget
building were the first to ex- the historic First, Second, and
perience life in the new barracks. Third Barracks with their many
This was the realization of a memories; however we will best
dream which had been eagerly remember the thrill of seeing the
anticipated for years. As the dust step by step construction of the
floated from the destruction of dormitories which are among the
this building, it carried with it finest in the nation.
the oldest of Clemson memories.
520; faulty equipment, 496; disYear after year, this building with
regarding signs of signals, 309
its large brick pillars was the
improper passing, 234; no vehicle
abode in which many Clemson
license, 230; and improper lights,
men slept and studied. As these
151.
Old Grads return to their Alma
Additionally
6,014 warnings
Speeding
led
the
list
in
traffic
Mater, they find in the place of
this old structure the foundation law violations in April, resulting were issued, of which 2,531 were
Warnings
upon which is to be constructed in 1,422 cases being made by for improper lights.
issued to pedestrians for walking
highway
patrolmen,
Chief
Higha student barracks which will be
way Commissioner Claude R. Mc- improperly on the roadway total
the envy of other colleges.
ed 329.
Millan announced.
As we go to our morning classes
Out of a total of 6,315 cases
Violations carry various points
now, we pass First Barracks and made during the month, driver's assigned under the Point System.
we see less and less of this his- license violations resulted in 1,- Motorists who acquire 10 or more
torical building. This is the last 055. Driving while intoxicated re- points and are penalized by listructure to be deleted in order sulted in 308.
cense suspensions, may be reto make way for our new home.
Cases made for other leading quired to take an examination beOnly a few days ago this building violations were: Reckless driving, fore regaining their licenses.
was occupied by several companies of the Cadet Corps. It
takes only a few hard blows to
bring these walls crashing to the
ground. Inside these walls have
taken place many experiences
PICK YOUR PARTNER..* AND
that will-be remembered long after the building is gone. Where
this building once stood will be
erected modern structures that
will be the pride of every cadet.
It is only natural for us to
...Power like the two "Panchos," Gonzales* and
Segura* have demonstrated on their world tour. It's
the high-powered game — at its smashing best.
Play it their way this year — with the new Spalding
rackets designed by and for these tennis "greats."

Three Clemson
Colonels Attend
Freedom Rally

Prof. John Thode
Main Speaker At
Camp Aekla Meet

The Clemson Chapter of the
Iota Lambada Sigma, industrial
arts, fraternity for professional
teachers, met Tuesday night, May
12, at Camp Aekla, located near
Oconee State Park, for the third
Colonel Tom Milford, Colonel degree initiation of six new
Bob Jones, officers in the Clem- members.
son Reserve Unit, and Colonel
The principal speaker, ProfesForest Cookson, former Comsor John Thode of Clemson, dismandant of Cadets at Clemson cussed the history of the organiand presently the active head of zation and the development of
the Clemson Reserve, unit, attend- Camp Aekla, owned by the State
ed The Freedom Celebration in Trade and Industrial clubs.
Charlotte, North Carolina last
Tuesday.
The camp, originally located at
Folly Beach, Charleston, was
The celebration honored Pres- moved to the Oconee site after
ident Eisenhower and the 179 disastrous sea-floods in 1949. All
anniversary of the Mecklen- of the T and I clubs of the state
burg Declaration of Indepen- have contributed towards the de
dence.
velopment of the camp, and have
Among the principal speakers made plans for the future building of a girl's dormitory, workwere The President of the United shop, recreation building, and an
States, and Dr. Vincent Peale. athletic field.
There were many important national figures present at the CelAttending guests included Walebration.
lace Reed, Kenneth Farmer, and
Staged by the City of Charlotte, Jack Newton of Spartanburg. Mr.
the celebration was held in Reed assisted Leland and Dewey
Freedom Park and included a Brock of Clemson in the initiagiant picnic lunch, music by Fred tion service. The president of
Waring, speeches, and a dance the group is Bill Lawrence of
■>
Tuesday night following the rally. Greenville.

The Clemson College Student
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects presented an
exhibition of paintings by South
Carolina artists, May 11 through
May 16, at the Hanover House. A
group of local women were the
hostesses.
Pictures from Annual State Show
Collection
1. Strawberries and Lemons —
Mary Leath Thomas, Athens,
Ga.—Gouache
2.. Tree Fantasy—Merton Simpson, Charleston—Oil
3. Houses of Athens—Julia Elizabeth Talbert, Ninety-Six —
Gouache
4. The Birdwalker — David
Block, U. S. Army—Watercolor
5. Sheds—Dorothy Traynor Karall, Columbia—Watercolor
6. Palmetto Forest—Grace L.
Miler, Charleston—Gouache
7. Pandora's Box—Faith Murray, Edisto Island—Ink
8. Mont' Brown's Barn—August
Cook, Spartanburg—Wood
9. Stop Light—Joel Frampton,
Charleston—Oil
10. Ducks and Corn—Gilmer Pet-off, Columbia—Case Oil
11. Midnight — William Harley,
Charleston—Case Oil
.12. Unloading—Mrs. E. Francis
Crimm, Columbia—Linoleum
Watercolors by Anna
Heyward Taylor
13. The.High Road, Village near
Puebla, Mexico, 1936
14. Pack on My Back
15. Mexican Promenade
16. Taxco, Mexico
Woodcuts by Anna Heyward
Taylor
17. Coming Storm
18. Rice
19. Digging Potatoes
20. Egret Heron
21. Pigs
22. Indigo
23. Saturday Morning
24. Taxco

RESPONSIBILITIES
(Continued from Page Three)
dents beyond the campus probe
the meeting ground between students and government, and between USNSA and national student organizations abroad, including the Communist-controlled International Union of Students,
currently spreading propaganda
throughout the world.
Further information is found in
a bufletin now being sent to all
members and non (- member
schocjs. Other interested parties
may write: United States National
Student Association, 1234 Gimbel
Building, Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania.

ilil

Dr. Albert Meiburg, Clemson pharmacist, checks the time on his
unique watch, a gift of the Rexall Drug Company. (TIGER
photo by Frankie Martin.)

Dr. Albert Meiburg
Receives Rexall Watch
Dr. Albert Meiburg, Clemson
pharmacist and manager of L.
C. Martin's Drug Co., recently
received a watch as an award
from the Rexall Drug Company.
In 1952 the Rexal Drug Company came out with a promotion
scheme to up sales fifteen percent
in 1953. Each drug store affiliated with the Rexall Company
was expected to raise their sales
fifteen percent over the past year.
L. C. Martin's Drug Company
did even more than was expected
of them in raising their sales
quota well over the fifteen percent mark.
To show their appreciation
for a job well done, the Rexall
Company presented Dr. JHeiburg with a solid gold 21 jewel
watch. The watch, a small disc
like affair, folds down into a
solid gold case, which is engraved with the appreciation of
the company.
Made in Switzerland the watch
is a perfect token of appreciation
for Rexall's fiftieth anniversary,
held this year.
Dr. Meiburg has been at L. C.
Martin's for 22 years and has held

the position of manager since th«
death of P. S. McCollum a fewyears back.
He has been known to the students of Clemson as the "Man
with the Money", because of his
practice of holding checks for
students.
Dr. Meiburg has for many year*
been of great service to the students of Clemson College and to
the Clemson community for many
years. This watch awarded him
is well deserved.
Of course I love you, darling,
I've told you that before!
You know I think of you alon«
How can you ask me more?
What do you, the other girls?
You're different, they'er the same.
I'm hurt to think you doubted me.
By the way, what IS your name?
(Albrightian)

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
Everything in
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
ANDERSON, S. C.

J. E.SIRRINE COMPANY
—E ngineet s—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers • American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856.
Greenville
South Carolina

Speeding is Highest
Violation In April
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Best Cigarette Ever Made!

<

Ifatfom

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

Feel that new surge of power, that new sense of control! Man, there'll be no holding you!
'KIHKIII

J;IWi

"Chesterfields for Me

Or THE BPALDIN. ADVISORY STAFF.

Univ. of
Nebraska 5S

• * • * * •

The cigarette that gives you proof of highest quality — low nicotine... the taste you
want — the mildness you want.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
May 21st and 22nd
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
in

"Chesterfields for Me!"
'Thirty years' scientific research goes into
this cigarette. I've seen Chesterfield's
research laboratories and I've seen how
they're made! I wouldn't smoke any other
cigarette but Chesterfield!"
■ Starring in Poromount's
"CASANOVA'S BIO NIGHT"
Color by Technicolor

"MONEY FROM
HOME"

'Chesterfields for Me!"
Univ. of
Cenn. '54

yq&u£y*.

The cigarette with a proven good record

with smokers. Here it is. Bi-monthly exam*
inations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Also Cartoon

*•**••

Largest Selling Cigarette
in America's Colleges

MONDAY and TUESDAY
May 24th and 25th

"HONDO"
starring
JOHN WAYNE and
Geraldine Page
Plus Cartoon

fa

TASTE and
MILDNESS

• •*•**
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
May 26th and 27th
Anne Baxter and
Steve Cochran in

"THE CARNIVAL
STORY"
In Color
Fins Latest NEWS

SPALDING
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MILLIONS
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CHESTERFIELD
BEST FOR YOU
Copyright 1954.

LIGGETT
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MYEU TOUCCO CO.

